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Single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) is

described in the literature (1â€”3).A limitation has been the
assumption of uniform attenuation which reduces the

important for imagingradioactivitydistributions in vivo.Quan
titativeSPECTis limiteddue to attenuationand scattercon

such regions, the density distribution must be determined

validity of the correction in nonhomogeneous

tnbution. Approximations such as constant attenuation and
mono-exponential scatter functions will not be valid for non
homogeneousregions. A correction method is descnbed
where non-uniformdensity-mapsare used in the attenuation
correction. Correction for non-uniform scatter is made by a
convolution technique based on scatter line-spread functions
(SLSF) calculated for different locations inside a clinically
realistic, nonhomogeneous, computer phantom. Calculations
have been made for a myocardiacsource,a uniformsource

regions. In

to ensure proper correction. This can be achieved by x
ray-computed tomography or by transmission studies, in

which a radioactive flood source is mounted on the scm
tillation camera (4).
Scatter correction techniques have previously been in
vestigated by other workers (5â€”12).Among these, convo
lution-subtraction techniques are based on modeling the
scatter in the photo-peak energy window by some scatter
in the lungsand a tumorlocatedin the lungs.Projections function (9â€”12).The scatter component is estimated by
convolving the acquired projection with the scatter func
were simulatedfor photon energiescorrespondingto @Â°@Tl,
tion
and making a subtraction. The drawback with these
@â€œTc,
and @In.
The results show that quantitative images
can be obtained in nonhomogeneous regions. An increased methods is that the variation in scatter as a function of
contrasthas also been demonstratedin the SLSF-corrected source location and density distributions (13) has not
images.Comparisonwith measurementshave been made to adequately been considered.
validatethe Monte Carlocodeandthe scatterandattenuation
We present a method that corrects for both nonhomo
method.
geneous attenuation and scatter. We have previously
shown that the method predicts accurate quantitative re
J NucIMed 1991;32:1278â€”1284
sults in homogeneous

n diagnostic and oncologic nuclear medicine, SPECT is
important for in vivo three-dimensional imaging of activ
ity distributions of radiopharmaceuticals.
There are, how

cylindrical phantoms of different

sizes (14). In this study, applications of the correction
method for clinically realistic source distributions inside a
human-like nonhomogeneous phantom are presented.
THE COMPUTATIONALMETHOD

ever, drawbacks with the present SPECT technique in

The Monte Carlo simulation is based on uniformly distributed
random numbers R to simulate photon histories and selection of
different types of interaction processes. The details of the code
are used. These will be significantly attenuated in the have been described elsewhere (15) and only a brief description
patient. The limited energy resolution of NaI(Tl) (10%â€” ofthe parts important for this work is given.
A key feature in this work is the nonhomogeneous computer
13% FWHM at 140 keV) implies that a large energy
window (20%â€”30%)must be used to maintain accurate phantom which simulates a clinically realistic SPECT study. The

quantitative applications. In most cases, radiopharmaceu
ticals emitting photons in the energy range 70â€”250keV

counting statistics. This results in ineffective discrimina
tion of photons scattered in the object, which influence

the quantification and result in degradation of the image
contrast due to misplaced events.
Different attenuation correction methods have been
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phantom, denoted p(n, i, j), consistsof n integermatriceswhere

each matrix describes the density distribution in a particular
transverse

section

of the object.

The variation

in the mass atten

uation coefficients s/p for different materials in the object have
been neglected and only one cross-section table is used.
A history is started by sampling a decay position within the
source volume. A random number then determines whether the

emitted photon escapesthe phantom without interaction or if it
is scatteredinsidethe phantom.
For the unscattered case, the photon is â€˜forced'to penetrate
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the phantom without interaction. The probability for this event
is assigned

to a history

weight

W (the probability

for the photon

to travel the simulated path) and the photon is followed towards
the detector.
For the case of a scattered photon, a random number deter
mines the orders ofscattering before escaping from the phantom.
An isotropic direction is sampled and the distance dMAXto the
phantom surface is determined together with the cumulative
density per voxel along the path. This is done by following the
photon in discrete steps M and accumulating the density values
closest to the path until the phantom surface has been reached.
The probability of interaction within dMAXis calculated from
@

P(O, 4, dMAx) = 1 â€”exp[â€”.@d.is/p.

p(n, i, j)],

Eq. 1

v(O.#)

where â€˜y
describes the direction ofthe photon and thus determines

the valuesof n, i and j. The photon is then â€˜forced'
to interact
within dMAX by sampling

a truncated

photon

path, less than or

equal to dMAX.
Sinceonly one mass-attenuationcoefficienttable
is used, this is equal to sample a truncated â€˜accumulateddensity'
according to
i::

p' =

@d

.ln(l

â€”R.P(O,

2

FIGURE1. Adensitymapof
the nonhomogeneousAlder
son Randophantom.

Attenuation Correction
The attenuation correction method, developed by us (4), is
based on individual correction factors K(O, r) for the original
projection data P0(O,r). These factors are calculated from an

uncorrected, emission image E0(i,j) and a density map p(i, j).
Two projections are calculated from the emission image. The

first is simplythe line sum of the pixelsin E0(i,j) alongthe ray
of-view â€˜y(O,
r). The second is obtained by calculating the atten
uation from the location correspondingto each pixel to the border
along the ray-of-view before making the line summation. Correc
tion

factors

two

projections

K(O,

r)

are

calculated

from

the

ratio

between

these

iti, dMAx)),
LAf.

. 1.4/p

j)

where R is a random number. The photon is followed from the

beginningofthe path in the current directionand the densityper

K(O, r) =

pixel along the path is again accumulated. The next interactionE0(i,
be at the point where the accumulated density exceeds p' or

@(Or)will

@y(8,r)

@:[E0(i,
j).exp(â€”zd)]'

Eq. 4

3where@(84)@d@i/p.i@s.
@:p(n,i,j) P'@
Eq.
Eq.5The
@:p(i,j)
truncated@8')path-length.
history weight W is adjusted for the biasing of a
j).scattering The type of interaction is sampled and the photon
@s
is the pixel size of E0(i,j) and p(i,
is followed as described above, until the sampled number ofand
Correctionto
orders has been simulated. The photon is then â€˜forced'S@after
thisphantom
scatter correction techniques have been evaluated in
be Compton-scattered towards the detector and to escape theTwo
The first is based on a build-up function in the attenuation
without further interaction.work.

correction(4,16).The secondtechniqueis basedon MonteCarlo
theThe

calculated scatter line spread functions (SLSF) used to model

component in the projections(14).

NonhomogeneousPhantom

Build-up functions can be used to quantitatively take into
A nonhomogeneous Alderson Rando phantom (Alderson Re
account scatter in a region (a pixel) in the projection. The build
search Laboratories)of a human skeleton enclosed in a tissue up function is defined
by0.32
equivalent Rando plastic (0.985 g cm3 for muscle tissue andscatter
.

g cm3 for the lungs)was used. The phantom consistedof

@

= Np(@zd)
+ N,(@,x, y, z)

6

ofmultiple
transverse sections (thickness 25 mm), where holes (5B(@d)
N@(,@d)mm
diameter) have been made in a symmetrical pattern in each
N@is the events in the region from primary photons and
of the sections. The distance between the holes was 30 mm. The
N,
is
the
events from scattered photons. Both N@and N, depend
computer phantom was obtained by an x-ray-computed tomog
Ofl the object composition
and source depth, but N, also depends
raphy (Siemens Tomoscanner) ofthe Rando phantom. Since the
on
the
lateral
source
distribution.
The build-up is included in the
relation between the Houndsfield
numbers and the density was
tomode, a set of consecutive density maps (256 x 256 matrixwhere
attenuation factor according
known,
16-bit integers)

was obtained

and converted

to 64 x 64

j)

maps by using arithmetic means to obtain a matrix dimension
@

y(8r)K(O,

r)

readable by the Monte Carlo code. The pixel size measured 6.8

[E0(i,j). B(zd). exp(â€”@zd)@

7

E(l@

@8r)the

x 6.8 mm2 and the slice thickness was 4.0 mm. The density inE0(i,

maps was compared with the known density of the lungAttenuation
and scatter corrected projections, P@(O,r) are oh
equivalent
r).phantom material and the tissue equivalent material of thetamed
from the relation PC(O,r) = P0(O,r)- K(O,
and was found to agree within 5%. A mass attenuationThe
pointcoefficient
SLSF method is based on tabulated SLSFS from
angleMg

table for MixD[compositionC (77.79%);H (13.40%);sources at symmetrical positions inside the object. For each

(3.86%); 0 (3.50%); Ti (1.44%)] was used since the
k,composition
of Rando plastic was not known. An example
density map is shown in Figure 1.lated

exact0
of ar)

and source locations

k, scatter

line spread

functions

SLSF(O,

and corresponding scatter-to-total ratios ST(O, k) were calcu

by the Monte Carlo code. Examplesof scatter functions,
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calculated for source location 2 in Figure 4A for four projection

and the acquisitionswere made in 60 anglesaround 360Â°.
Three

angles, are shown in Figure 2.

spherical sources were measured to mimic a hot-lesion case.

Uniform distributedactivityand spherescontaining no radioac
tive(a cold-lesioncase)werealsomeasured.The diametersof the
is estimated
by calculating
the scattercontribution
fromthe spheresand the off-axisshift is givenin Table 1and the position

The emission image E0(i,j) is used to estimate the origin of
the scattered photons. The scatter component P,(O,r) in P0(O,r)
locations in the object correspondingto each of the pixels i, j in

of the sources is indicated in Figure 3Aâ€”B.
The acquisition time

E0.The SLSF(O,k, r) closestto the apparent locationofthe pixels was 40 sec/frame for the hot-lesionstudy and 60 sec/frame for
are used.The fractionof scatteredphotons is obtained by multi the cold-lesion study.
plying the content in pixel i, j by the ST(O,k) and the scatter
distribution from location i, j is calculated by convolving the
fraction of scattered photons by the selected SLSF(O,k, r) and

PhantomSimulations
Simulation ofclinically realistic sources were made in order to

add to the scatter component P,(O,r). This is carried out for all evaluate the quantification in nonhomogeneousregions for 75
pixels in E,@,(i,
j). Attenuation- and scatter corrected projections, keV, 140keV,and 247 keV photons. The sizeofthe pixelsin the
P@(O,
r), are obtained from the relation P,(O,r) = [P0(O,r) â€”P@(O, density maps was chosen to correspond to a anterior-posterior
thicknessofabout 250mm. The radiusofrotation forthe SPECT
r)]-K(O,r), whereK(O,r) are evaluatedfrom Equation 4.
SystemDescription
A scintillationcamera(ToshibaOCA9OlA/ECT)systemwith

simulation was 200 mm. Projections (thickness 35 mm) were
simulated for 64 angles around 360Â°and reconstructedto trans

verseimagesby filteredbackprojectionwhere a Hamming filter

was used (cut-offfrequency 0.7 cm@).Correspondingsimulations
were made to serve as references for
general-purposecollimatorwasusedfor phantom measurements. for the sources in â€œairâ€•
The NaI(Tl)crystalmeasured500 x 400 mm2and the thickness comparison with correctedimages. Photon attenuation and scat
was 9.52 mm. The energy resolution was 13.2%(FWHM) for tering in the source were not allowed in these simulations. The
a low-energy general-purpose collimator and a medium-energy

140 keV and the intrinsic spatial resolution was 3 mm (FWHM).

The energywindowwas30%for 75 keY(@Â°â€˜Tl)
and 20%for both
@

140 keV (99mTc)and 247 keV (â€˜â€˜In).These data were also used

inder and a hemisphere, both ofradius 40 mm. The source length

for the Monte Carlo simulation.

was 80 mm. Projectionswere simulated at a location 20 mm
from the bottom cylindersurface.Decayswere simulatedin the
volume correspondingto a radius interval of 20 mm-40 mm.

Phantom Measurements
To verify the Monte Carlo calculations, images of line sources

@
@

followingstudieswereperformed.
CardiacSimulation. The sourceconsistedof a combined cyl

(100mm length,0.5 mm diameter)of201Tl, @mTc,
and 11nwere
obtained at two locationsinside the Rando phantom. The posi
tion ofthe sourcesare indicatedin Figure4A. The activitieswere
140MBq for 99mTc,2.1 MBq for 201'fl,and 5 MBq for â€˜In.
The
distance between the phantom surface and the collimator
was 10mm. Profilesofthickness 8 mm weredefinedthrough the
centre of the line source in each image to obtain line spread
functions. Monte Carlo simulations were then made for line
sources ofequal length and identical position inside the phantom.

To evaluatethe scatterand attenuation correctionmethodsfor
a simple but well-known situation, SPECT studies were made
using a 22-cm cylindrical water phantom (Data Spectrum Cor

poration, Chapel Hill, NC). The radius of rotation was 15 cm

The position ofthe source is indicated in Figure 4C.

Lung Simulation. In this case,a uniform radioactivitydistri
bution within the lungs were simulated. The locations of the
source were determined by the information in the computer
phantom. Each cell in the phantom with a density within the
interval 0.2 g cm3 to 0.6 g cm3 were assigned to be part of the

lung volume. Decayswere then simulated in the phantom cor
respondingto the locationsof these cells.There is a probability
that cells close to the phantom surface will be included as an
unwanted

part

of the source.

This

was avoided

by adding

the

restrictionthat the surrounding density cells must be non-zero.
The shape and location of the lung sources are shown in Figure

4D.
Tumor Simulation. Three casesof a sphericaltumor (radius
25 mm) located in one of the lungs were simulated, namely (1)

uniformly distributed source in the tumor only; (2) a cold-lesion
situation
Evsnb (@
1000.

180'

0'

270'

where

the source

was distributed

in both lungs but not

in the tumor, and (3) source concentration ratio of 3: 1 between
the tumor and the lungs. The source distribution is indicated in
Figures 4E and 4F.

180'

Data Evaluation
The studies were corrected for attenuation and scatter using
the build-up method and the SLSF method. The calculation of

10

TABLE 1
10

20

30

40

TheSetupof theSourcesfortheCylindrical
WaterPhantom
Measurement
Shift138.0mm55mm231.8mm55mm325.4mm85mm
Sourceno.DiameterOff-Axis

FIGURE2. FourSLSFscorresponding
tofourdifferent
projec
tionsof pointsource2, indicatedin Figure4A. Thescatter-to
totalvalues(SD werecalculatedto 52%,39%,33%,and30%
for projectionangle 0Â°,90Â°,180Â°,
and 270Â°,respectively.
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A.

cold lesions and the surrounding regions were evaluated from the
following contrast definition

B.

Hot-spot measurement

Cold-spot measurement

C = 1-

IN2/n2l

Eq. 8

where N is the number of events and n is the number of pixels.
For the phantom simulations, a region of interest, R011, was
defined which fully covered the source region in the emission
images. The events within R011 for uncorrected and corrected
images were compared with the â€œairâ€•
images. The contrast be

tweenR011and R012(indicatedin Fig.4C)wherealsocalculated
according to Equation 8. For the lung study, six circular ROIs
were defined within the lungs, three in the left lung and three in

FIGURE3. Thesizesandlocation
ofthespheres
usedinthe the right lung, in order to cover most of the lung region.For the
measurement
of thecylindricalwaterphantom.(A)Thehot spot tumor study, two circular ROIs were defined where one was
caseand(B)thecoldspotcase.
coveringthe tumor and the other in the remainingâ€œhealthyâ€•
part
ofthe lung.
the build-up functions has been described elsewhere (4). SLSFs
were calculated, as describedabove, for point sources symmetri
cally located inside the phantom. The distance between the point
sources was 40 mm. Sixty-four projections around 360Â°
were also
simulated. A mass attenuation coefficient ofO. 188 g cm2 for 75

keY, 0.154 g cm2 for 140 keV, and 0.128 g cm2 for 247 keV
photons was used for the attenuation correction. The density
map in the computer phantom corresponding to the center
position

of the SPECT

projection

was used in the attenuation

correction.No averagingof oppositeprojectionswas performed
prior to the attenuation and scattercorrection.Beforereconstruc
tion, opposite projections were averaged using arithmetic means
since the non-linear effects ofgeometric-means on the attenuation
and scattercorrections have not been investigated.
The SPECT studies of the cylindrical water phantom were

corrected for scatter, attenuation and physical decay and the
measured activity was compared with the known activity. For
the cold-lesion case, the measured activity concentrations were
compared with the known and the contrast between the three

A.

B.

C.
R@2

ROn

RESULTS
Comparison With Measurements Figure 5 shows a very
good agreement between simulated and measured line
spread functions. For 201Tl,there is a good agreement for
the main peak but there is a slight deviation in the scatter

tails, especially for location 2. For 99mTc,there is excellent
agreement for both source locations. For â€˜
â€˜
â€˜In,
the simu
lated scatter is slightly underestimated for both source
locations. The calculations are based on one mass-atten
uation coefficient table. The ratio between the mass-atten
uation coefficients for bone-equivalent material and MixD
are about 0.86, 1.01, and 1.05 for 201'fl,99mTc,and â€˜
â€˜
â€˜In,
respectively. Despite the small deviation in the ratios, the
results show that the Monte Carlo code predicts accurate
SPECT projections of sources inside a nonhomogeneous
phantom.
The results from the attenuation and scatter-corrected
SPECT studies ofthe cylindrical water phantom are given
in Table 2. The SLSF method gives under-corrected activ
ity values for the hot spot case but gives an estimate of the

activity concentration in the cold-spot case with a gdod
accuracy. The build-up method estimates the activity in
the spheres better compared with the SLSF method. For
the cold spot case, the build-up method overcorrects the
D.

E.

F.

/

activity. It can also be seen from the table that the image

contrast has increased in the images corrected by the SLSF
method, compared with the build-up corrected images.
Cardiac Simulation There is generally good agreement
between corrected data and â€œairâ€•
data, according to Table
3. The build-up method seems, however, to overcorrect

the projections for all photon energies, especially for 75
FIGURE4. Thedifferentsourcelocationanddistributions
is keV photons. The reason for this is not yet understood.
shownas blackregions.(A)Thesourcelocationsfor the com For the SLSF method, excellent corrections were achieved
panson of measured and simulated line-spread functions. (B)The for all photon energies, despite a slight over-correction
location of point sources for the calculation of the SLSF table

(6%)for75 keVphotons.
A contrast
enhancement
was

SLSF(O,
k, r).(C)Thelocationof the heartsource.AOl1defines achieved in the SLSF correction when compared with the
the region where the decays are simulatedand R0l2 definesthe
build-up method. This is because accurate nonhomoge
inner region. (D) The source distribution for the lung simulation
and (E and F) the hot lesionand coldlesioncase of the tumor neous scatter functions are used to model the scatter and
simulation.
that estimated scatter is removed from the projection data
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Events(arb.unfts)

Evnts (arb.units)

Events (arb.units)
,000

Evnhs (arb.units)

Events (arb.units)

EVents (arbunits)

1000

1000

Point2

FIGURE5. Acomparison
between
sim

100

ulated and measured LSFs Obtained from

100-mm line sources of @Â°@Tl,
@â€˜Tc,
and
111lnat two locationsinsidethe Alderson
phantom. The curves have been normal
ized to the peak values.Measuredspread
functionsare representedby solid lines.

10

(#EIL\\

â€˜C 10

20

30

prior to attenuation correction. The contrast was shown

to reach the same level as in the â€œairâ€•
images. Table 4
shows also a small decrease in the image contrast for the
build-up corrected images. This may be caused by the
effect of treating scatter events as primary in the attenua
tion correction. Further work must, however, be carried
out to determine the origin ofthis contrast reduction.
Lung Simulation Table 3 shows that there is no sigrnfi
cant difference between the two correction methods. Both
methods predict data very accurately in comparison with
the â€œairâ€•
images.
Tumor Simulation Both correction methods undercor
rect the single tumor case (Table 3). The events in the ROl
relative to the â€œairâ€•
are within 85%â€”90%for the build-up
method and 93% to 96% for the SLSF method. The events
in the cold lesion relative to the surrounding region are
presented in the lower part of Table 3. It can be observed
that the data obtained by the correction methods are in
close agreement with the â€œairâ€•
simulation. This is also the
case for the hot lesion simulation. The ratio does not
approach the true concentration ratio of 3:1 because of

40
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the spill-over ofevents from the hot lesion to the surround
ing region due to the spatial resolution. The reverse is not
observed since the source in the surrounding

regions is

almost uniformly distributed.
DISCUSSIONAND CONCLUSION
Quantitative

SPECT is highly desirable in both diagnos

tic and oncologic nuclear medicine. It is, therefore, impor
tant to correct for photon attenuation and scatter contri
bution. In this study, a new attenuation and scatter cor
rection

technique

based

on nonhomogeneous

density

maps and nonuniform scatter functions have been evalu
ated for clinically realistic source distributions and radio
nucides relevant for many routine clinical studies.
We had earlier developed a convolution subtraction
technique for scatter correction that took into account the
source depth by using the information

in the emission

image. The difficult task was to define the scatter functions.
In regions with uniform density distribution, the scatter
functions may be regarded as independent of the projec

TABLE 2

Results from the Measurement of Hot and Cold Spheres Inside a CylindricalWater Phantom
SourceTrue
correctionAttenuationcorrectionBuild-upSLSFHot

activityNo

lesionSphere
MBqTotal
activitySphere
MBqCold
lesionSpecific
kBiJgColdactivityWhole

174

MBq24

MBq75

2
Sphere393

MBq
56 MBq31

MBq
24 MBq93

phantom50

kBciJg22

MBq61
MBq
55 MBq76

kBq/g70

kBq/g54

71%
69%78%

72%
75%89%

MBq
41

lesionContrastSphere
1
Sphere2
Sphere386%

72%.
The
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specific

activity

hasbeen

83%

calculated
fromseveralSPECT
imagesofthe uniformdistributedsource.
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TABLE 3
Companson Between Data from Both Uncorrected and Corrected Images'
Energyâ€˜Air'UncorrectedBuild-upSLSFStudy
(key)(%)(%)(%)(%)

7510023114106140100261049924710031102100751004210510214010043103101247100481021027510

Cardiac

Lungs

Singletumor

lesion75224188214227140223199220231247218199215223Cold
Hot
lesion75

. The

results

in

the

upper

section

are

140

36

52

43

44

24751

5168

6161

5563

54

relative

to

the

â€˜air'

images

(percentage

ratio

C,(phantom)/C,,(air)

where

C

is

the

total

count

within

regionn).In the lowerpart of the table,the resultsarerelativeto the surroundingsource.

tion angle that reduce the number of required SLSFs. For

complex nonhomogeneous objects, a set of scatter func
tions for each projection angle may be necessary to obtain.

The aim of this paper was to show that if those scatter
functions are available, quantitative SPECT images can be
achieved with a high degree of accuracy.
The results show that clinical realistic projection data
can be simulated by the Monte Carlo method using the
ray-tracing method described in this paper. In the future

with the fast development of computer hardware, Monte
Carlo calculation of complex nonhomogeneous objects
will probably have a significant impact on research in
quantitative SPECT where a knowledge of the limitations
of the current systems is important in order to develop
better and more accurate correction methods.
It can be seen from Table 2 that the SLSF method
underestimates the activity contents after correcting of the
hot-spot measurement. This is because the SLSFs used to
estimate the scatter is obtained from an integration of the
scatter point-spread function. The SLSF functions will
thus represent scatter originating from a uniform source
distribution around the location of interest. The spherical

sources in the hot-spot measurement are, however, lined
up at equal axial position. The scatter in a certain pixel
will therefore be overestimated by the SLSF method which,
4

The Contrast CalculatedBetween Region2 (No Decays)
and 1 (TABLE
StudyEnergyâ€˜Air'
SimulatedDecays)fortheCardiac

thus, results in an underestimate
subtraction.

of the total counts after

The build-up function, however, has been developed
from a 20-cm line source simulation (4). This corresponds
more to the conditions ofthe measurements. The function
should, therefore, be expected to estimate the scatter more
accurately, as can be seen in Table 2. The reverse occurs

for the cold lesion case, where uniform activity is distrib
uted in the whole phantom. The scatter condition now
corresponds more to the basic assumption of the SLSF
method as compared with the build-up method. A prelim
mary result shows a specific activity of S1 kBciJgifa build
up function derived from a thin disc source instead of a
line source is used in the correction. The problem can also

be seen from the single-tumor simulation. The scatter in
the pixels close to the location of the tumor is reduced
since no contribution from a peripheral source distribution

occur. The scatter as estimated by the two methods will
therefore, be too high and result in too low a measurement
of the total counts.

These results show that proper scatter correction tech
nique should take into consideration the source distribu
tion in all spatial dimensions (x,y,z). An extension to three
dimensional scatter correction will, however, dramatically
increase the computation

time and data storage required

for the scatter spread functions. An intermediate solution
could be to develop build-up functions and SLSFs for a
set of different axial source distributions and then choose

functions appropriate for the current situation.

SLSF(key)(%)

Uncorrected

Build-up

(%)7535

(%)

(%)

build-up method (Fig. 6). This is probably because scatter

18
24

13
20

22

18

tion correction. Problems in the attenuation correction

2514033
3324729

Artifacts were found in the lung images corrected by the

is not removed from the projection data prior to attenua

25

arise close to regions of different density since the method
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treat scatter events as primary events when calculating the
factor K(O,r). This may result in extensive overestimated
projection rays observed in the emission images as arti

facts. The effect is most pronounced for low photo ener
gies. The figure shows that the SLSF method generates the
same type of artifacts, but with a much lower degree
because a scatter estimate is subtracted prior to attenuation
correction.
In conclusion,

quantitative

SPECT images can be

achieved by using nonhomogeneous attenuation correc
tion based on density maps and by including accurate
SLSFs when estimating the scatter component in the pro
jection data. Developing methods that calculate nonho
mogeneous scatter functions in general for clinical routine
studies is beyond the scope of this paper. We have used

the Monte Carlo method which has proven to give reliable
results, but the method may be intensely computational.
Thus, further work must be carried out to extend the
method to a more general level and to optimize the method

to make it attractive for routine clinical studies.
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